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Introduction
On 28 February 2022, Georges River Council established the Verge Garden Program (the Program).

The Program permits residents to undertake planting and gardening on the street verge in accordance 
with this document, the Verge Garden Program Guidelines (the Guidelines).

Before starting a verge garden, you must register with Council. 

Street verges and verge gardens
A street verge is the area of public land located between a property boundary and the adjacent road 
kerb. It is also commonly referred to as a “nature strip”.

A verge garden refers to gardens or plants that are situated on a street verge (either grass or 
pavement) and maintained by residents or business operators.  

The Verge Garden Program
The Program permits participants to undertake planting and gardening on the street verge adjacent to 
their property in accordance with the Guidelines. 

The Program is open to all residents within the Georges River Council local government area who 
reside (or operate a business) adjacent to a suitable verge that can host a verge garden which complies 
with the Guidelines. 

The Verge Garden Program Guidelines
The purpose of these Guidelines is to assist residents create and maintain verge gardens while 
maintaining the safety and wellbeing of other community members. 

Residents must follow the Guidelines when creating and maintaining a verge garden otherwise Council 
may remove the verge garden. 

This checklist summarises the Guidelines. 

Registering your verge garden
Before starting a verge garden, residents must register their proposed verge garden. 

By registering your verge garden, you are declaring that your proposed verge garden will comply with 
the Guidelines. Registration is free.

Council does not issue permits for verge gardens. Once you have registered, you can simply begin 
creating your verge garden. 
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1. Before Starting a Verge Garden
1.1 Location

• Your verge garden should be located on a verge directly adjacent to your residence such as in 
front, behind or next to your residence.

• Where the verge area of your proposed verge garden is adjacent to multiple residences, you 
should inform your neighbours about your plans to create a verge garden.

• You may create a verge garden on a verge adjacent to your neighbour’s residence (rather than 
your own residence) but only with permission from your neighbour. Your neighbour (or future 
neighbours of the relevant residence) may however decide to withdraw permission for your 
verge garden to be planted adjacent to their residence at any time.

• If your residence is part of a unit or apartment complex that is under the management of
an owners’ corporation (i.e. a strata scheme), you may need the permission of the owners’ 
corporation to create a verge garden.

• While this document primarily refers to residences, verge gardens are also permitted to be 
located adjacent to commercial and mixed-use properties.

• Wherever your verge garden is located, the person who registers the verge garden will be 
responsible for its maintenance.
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1.2 Check for underground services

• If you plan on digging into soil to create your verge garden, you must lodge an enquiry with
Dial Before You Dig (DBYD) to understand whether there are any services (such as water,
sewage, telephone lines, fibre optic cables and gas lines) below the area of your proposed
verge garden.

• If any resulting information from DBYD indicates that underground services may be impacted
by unearthing soil on a verge, then you are not permitted to create a verge garden that involves
digging into soil. You can still however create a verge garden using planter boxes, pots or other
above-ground garden beds.

• If you cause damage to below-ground services by creating a verge garden, you may be liable
for the costs to repair such damage.

1.3 Insurance and liability

• You should check whether your home insurance policy (either your own or your landlord’s)
covers potential liability claims (such as personal injury) that may arise out of a verge garden. If
unsure, you should contact the insurer of your residence.

• Council is not responsible for injuries experienced by a third party arising out of a verge garden.
Council’s liability insurance program does not prevent a third party from making a claim against
a resident for any injury, loss or damage caused by the nature strip gardens.

https://www.1100.com.au/
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1.4 Space for pedestrians 

• Where there is no existing pedestrian footpath on the verge, your verge garden must be able to 
accommodate at least 1.5 metres of continuous open space across the verge area (i.e. width 
across the verge) to enable pedestrian access.

• Where the verge area is completely paved, such as commercial areas and shopping streets 
(i.e. “high streets”), your verge garden must be able to accommodate at least 3 metres of 
continuous open space across the verge area (i.e. width across the verge).

• Continuous open space to enable pedestrian access should be provided in way that connects 
with any adjacent accessways designed for pedestrian access.

• Depending on the location of adjacent accessways, you will need to ensure open space 
exists either:

o between your verge garden and the property boundary;

o between your verge garden and the road; or

o in the middle of the verge area (if planting on both sides of the verge).

• Where there is an existing footpath on the verge, your verge garden must not encroach
on the footpath. Foliage must be pruned to be flush with the footpath.

Note: Diagrams on pages 8-10 illustrate how the above requirements have been followed in 
verge gardens on three different kinds of verges.
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1.5 Space for road access

• To ensure pedestrians and other road users are not obstructed from accessing the road, your
verge garden must be able to accommodate:

o at least 0.6 metres of open space between your verge garden and the road (i.e. in
width across the verge); and

o at least 1 metre of open space for every 5 metres of continuous planting (i.e. in length
along the verge).

Note: Diagrams on pages 8-10 illustrate how the above requirements have been followed in 
verge gardens on three different kinds of verges.

1.6 Space for utility services and trees

• If your verge has power poles and/or service pits, ensure you leave sufficient space for utility
workers to access these areas.

• If your verge has existing trees and you want to plant within 1 metre of the tree trunk, you
must only plant grasses and groundcovers to avoid damaging the health of the tree.

1.7 Space for waste collection bins and postal delivery

• Ensure your verge does not obstruct:

o your (or your neighbours) ability to position bins or bulky waste on the kerb
for collection; or

o letter box access for postal delivery services.
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Minimum 1m wide
access every 5 m.

Plants near driveway 
are below 1m high.

0.6m space between 
verge garden and kerb to 
access parked vehicles.

A.
This is an example of a verge garden 
that complies with the Guidelines 
where a footpath runs through the 
middle of the verge.

Aerial view Side view
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Cannot plant here - 
area not wide enough 
to accommodate 
planting and 0.6m 
open space for road 
access.

Plants near driveway 
are below 1m high.

0.6m space between 
verge garden and kerb to 
access parked vehicles.

Aerial view Side view

B.
This is an example of a verge 
garden that complies with the 
Guidelines where planting is only 
possible on one side of a footpath.
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Where there is no footpath, 
must leave 1.5m (or 3m if verge 
completely paved) open space 
for pedestrians.

Where there is no 
footpath, must leave 
1.5m (or 3m if verge 
completely paved) open 
space for pedestrians.

Minimum 1m wide
access every 5 m.

0.6m space between 
verge garden and kerb to 
access parked vehicles.

Plants near driveway 
are below 1m high.

1.5m 

Aerial view Side view

C.
This is an example of a verge garden 
that complies with the Guidelines 
where there is no established 
footpath on the verge.
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1.8 Grassed vs. paved verges

• You can create a verge garden on either a grassed or paved verge as long as your verge
garden complies with location and space requirements for pedestrians; road access; trees
and utility services; and waste collection services and postal delivery.

• Verge gardens on paved verges can only consist of planter boxes, pot plants and other above-
soil garden beds. You are not permitted to unearth the pavement for the purpose of creating a
verge garden in underlying soil.

1.9  Inform Others

• Where the verge area of your proposed verge garden is adjacent to multiple residences,
inform your neighbours or owners’ corporation (if applicable) about your plans to create a
verge garden before commencing.

• Neighbours can collectively agree to create and maintain a verge garden together. Under this
arrangement:

o the verge garden must be adjacent to the residence of at least one participating
resident; and

o the participating resident who registers the verge garden is ultimately responsible
for ensuring the maintenance of the verge garden.

• Apart from registering your verge garden, there is no need to consult with Council
before creating your verge garden. Council may however contact you if your verge garden
contravenes the Guidelines.

https://www.georgesriver.nsw.gov.au/Verge-Garden-Program
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2. Verge Garden Planting
2.1 Plant and garden dimensions
To ensure pedestrians remain visible to road users, verge gardens must not be more than 1 metre 
in height in the following locations: 

o where a verge garden is directly adjacent to the road rather than being set back
against the property boundary;

o where a verge garden is within 10 metres of an intersection, pedestrian crossing,
roundabout; or

o in any other location where sight lines are needed by vehicles (such as driveways).

• Planter boxes, pot plants or garden beds must be a minimum of 0.3 metres high. This is to
ensure that they can be easily noticed by pedestrians and avoid being a trip hazard.

• There are no other restrictions on the width and length of your verge garden apart from your
verge garden needing to comply with spatial requirements for: pedestrians; road access; trees
and utility services; and waste collections services and postal delivery.

2.2 Plant types
Residents are permitted to plant any species of flora except:

o plants with sharp edges (such as spikes or thorns);

o toxic or poisonous plants;

o priority and environmental weeds; as reported by the New South Wales
(NSW) Government;
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o plants which drop excessive fruit; and

o tree species.

• Edible plants, such as vegetable plants and herbs, are permitted, but can only be planted in
locations which do not have a high probability of acid sulfate soil risk as reported by the NSW
Government.

2.3 Garden materials

• Verge gardens may involve:

O planting directly into the soil of the verge; and/or

o planting on top of the verge using planter boxes, pot plants or other above-ground
garden beds (noting the applicable minimum height requirements).

• Residents are permitted to use any gardening materials in creating a verge garden except:

o Non-organic or hard landscaping materials such as loose gravel, bricks or other
stone-based materials (except sandstone);

o Sharp objects such as stakes and star pickets; and

o Automated irrigation systems such as sprinklers.

https://geo.seed.nsw.gov.au/Public_Viewer/index.html?viewer=Public_Viewer&locale=en-AU&runWorkflow=AppendLayerCatalog&CatalogLayer=SEED_Catalog.106
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• Enclosed compost bins and worm farms are permitted to form part of a verge garden where
they:

o have been integrated into a verge garden with mature plants;

o are not odorous; and

o are appropriately raised or covered to deter pests.

2.4 Responsibility to maintain

• Once you register and establish a verge garden, you are responsible for ensuring that your
verge garden is maintained in accordance with the Guidelines. This is regardless of whether
other people (such as neighbours) are also involved in caring for your verge garden.

• You must ensure that your verge garden is maintained and does not become neglected,
unkempt or unsafe, otherwise Council may remove the verge garden.

• No material from the garden may be permitted to enter the stormwater system that could be
deemed water pollution under Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997.

• If you have moved into a residence that already has an established verge garden, you will:

o assume responsibility for ensuring the verge garden complies with the Guidelines as
the new resident; and

o need to register the verge garden (irrespective of whether the verge garden has
already been registered by the previous resident) to ensure the contact details
attached to the verge garden are up-to-date.
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• Should you decide to discontinue your verge garden, you must return the verge area to its
original condition. If unknown, this can usually be assumed to be a level lawn (i.e. turf) verge
unless already paved.

• If your verge garden sits above below-ground services such as cables or pipes – Council
workers, utility companies or other contractors may need to unearth your verge garden to
access such below-ground services. If this happens, you will generally be responsible for re-
establishing your verge garden.

• If your verge is vandalised, you are responsible for any costs incurred in remediating your
verge garden. If your verge garden has become unkempt or unsafe as a result of vandalism,
you will need to remediate your verge garden as soon as practicable.

2.5 Consider your own safety

• As creating and maintaining a verge garden is a physical activity undertaken outdoors, take
appropriate precautions for your own safety and wellbeing, such as using the appropriate tools
and protective equipment.

2.6 Consider the safety of others
• Ensure you consider the safety of others when creating and maintaining your verge garden, by

for example, not:

o leaving tools on the footpath, road or other accessway;

o leaving holes or trip hazards;

o letting plants encroach onto the footpath or road; or

o letting mulch or soil spill onto the footpath, road or other accessway.
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3. Role and powers of Council
3.1 Role of Council under the Verge Garden Program

• Council is responsible for managing the Verge Garden Program (the Program), which includes 
(but is not limited to):

o Administering the Verge Garden Program Guidelines, including responding to 
reports of non-compliance; and

o Supporting residents to participate in the Program through informative
communications and responses to enquiries about the Program.

3.2 Powers of Council under the Verge Garden Program

• If a verge garden contravenes any part of these Guidelines, Council may direct the participating
resident to remediate the verge garden so that it no longer contravenes the Guidelines.

• If a verge garden poses an immediate and unacceptable risk or a participating resident does
not comply with a previous Council direction to remediate a verge garden, Council may remove
the verge garden.

• Examples of the Guidelines being contravened include (but are not limited to):

o obstructing the access or visibility of pedestrians and/or other road users;

o presenting a trip hazard to pedestrians and/or other road users;

o plants, branches or shrubs encroaching on a footpath or road;
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o planting noxious, poisonous, thorny or otherwise hazardous plants; and

o allowing a verge garden to become neglected, unkempt or unsafe.

• When determining whether to remove a verge garden, Council will take a balanced approach
informed by an analysis of risks and benefits to the community including (but not limited to):

o likelihood of harm being experienced by someone as a result of the verge garden;

o the significance of harm potentially experienced by someone as a result of the
verge garden;

o social and environmental benefits being delivered by the verge garden; and

o the length of time in which the verge garden has existed.

• Council may issue orders under Section 124 of the Local Government Act 1993 for failure to
comply with the requirements of the Guidelines or subsequent directions to comply.

• Council reserves the right to remove or modify a verge garden (in whole or part) in order to
undertake any future infrastructure or maintenance work (including street tree planting). Any
cost associated with restoring the verge garden to its prior state will be borne by the resident
with the responsibility to maintain the verge garden.
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